First part of Ref. [3] reproduces the KS theoretical scheme of the Kelvin waves cascade investigation presented, e.g., in Refs. [4, 5] . Next, they discuss separation of fast and slow variables introducing a fast field w in the local reference system attached to the vortex position determined by the slow variable. Then, in complete accordance with our derivation, presented earlier in [2] , KS concluded that vertices describing interaction of slow and fast variables depend on the vortex curvature determined by the slow variable, i.e. that the vertices are proportional to the second power of the small wave vector. This is treated by KS as a proof of the cascade locality. However, as we stressed in [2] , the interaction vertices in the kinetic equation for the Kelvin waves are not the same as obtained for the above variable w. The vertices in the kinetic equation are derived from a direct expansion of the Hamiltonian in a series over the action variables (normal coordinates). And, as we demonstrated in Ref. [2] , the symmetry does not forbid linear in k asymptotic behavior of such vertices. Now some remarks concerning the specific KS assertions, made in [1] : "In fact, the naiveness of the authors of Ref. [2] is in failing to appreciate that, being intermediate auxiliary concepts, the bare vertices themselves have no direct physical meaning and thus are not supposed to respect the tilt invariance on the individual basis." This is a strange conclusion since the symmetry arguments are correct for any quantity possessing corresponding (in our case rotational) symmetry. Therefore they are equally applied to the Hamiltonian and to the normal symbol of the S-matrix (expansion of which generates the complete interaction vertices 1,2,3 , the terms ∝ k 1 k 2 k 3 k 4 k 5 k 6 at k 1 ≪ k 2,...,6 must cancel exactly leaving the first non-vanishing contribution to V 4,5,6 1,2,3 proportional to k 2 1 , which was demonstrated in our Ref. [3] ." Nothing of the kind was proved by KS, neither in the present nor in the previous paper. KS only showed absence of the linear k-asymptotics in the interaction vertex for the local amplitudes w, and not for the action variables of the basic Hamiltonian. And, again, their local analysis has no direct relation to the vertices in the kinetic equation. To conclude, there is neither proof of locality nor any refutation of the possibility of linear asymptotic behavior of interaction vertices in the texts [1, 3] of Kozik and Svistunov.
